
New &
popular
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in our
collection

QUEER CINEMA on DVD

The revelatory and
assured feature debut
by Dee Rees is a
coming-of-age tale of
a queer Black woman
navigating the
expression of her
gender and sexual
identities, built around
a beautifully layered
performance from
Adepero Oduye.

Two brothers
reconnect with their
indigenous Mi'kmaq
heritage and find a
new friend while on a
search for their birth
mother.

Following his
roommate's sudden
departure, Pablo finds
that a vintage sweater
left behind comes
attached with a
certain mischievous
spirit, sending the
struggling actor on a
colorful quest.

Anto, Marti, and Lai
are a throuple
blissfully living
together in a remote
house. When Lai
leaves for a work trip,
the balance is thrown
off and Marti and Anto
must adapt to being
just the two of them.

A young, gay Black
man, rejected by his
mother and with few
options for his future,
decides to join the
Marines, doing
whatever it takes to
succeed in a system
that would cast him
aside.

The story of Michael
Ausiello and Kit
Cowan's relationship,
which takes a tragic
turn when Cowan is
diagnosed with
terminal cancer.

AT THE LIBRARY

NEW

Wildhood

PariahPetit Mal

The
Inspection

Phantom
Project

Spoiler Alert

https://libraryaware.com/2S9DMF
https://libraryaware.com/2S9DMG
https://libraryaware.com/2S9DMH
https://libraryaware.com/2S9DMJ
https://libraryaware.com/2S9DMK
https://libraryaware.com/2S9DMM


AT THE LIBRARY

Being
Thunder
A powerful portrait of
a two-spirit
genderqueer teen,
Sherente, who
performs joyously in
powows in the face of
misunderstanding
from some tribal
leaders.

Framing
Agnes
FRAMING AGNES
turns the talk show
format inside out in
response to media's
ongoing fascination
with trans people. The
film breathes life into
six previously
unknown stories from
the archives of the
UCLA Gender Clinic in
the 1950s.

NEW

We Don't
Dance For
Nothing

Making
Sweet Tea

Are You
Proud?

Vestida de
Azul

From legal victories to
corporate rainbow
colors, Ashley Joiner's
documentary tracks
half a century of
campaigning against
prejudice and the
battles we still need
to fight.

Trapped by her
servitude in Hong
Kong, a Filipina
domestic worker
plans to break free of
the city and run wild,
toward her dreams of
independence,
romantic love, and
true motherhood.

Join southern-born,
black gay scholar and
performer E. Patrick
Johnson on his
journey back home to
the south to confront
his past and narrate
the lives of several
black gay men whose
stories he studies and
performs.

Apasionado, crudo y
veraz documental en
el que seis
transexuales relatan
en primera persona
cómo son sus vidas en
la España de los
ochenta.

Breaking
Fast

Cicada

Jump
Darling

Death Drop
Gorgeous

TaharaCocoon

Mo, a practicing
Muslim living in West
Hollywood, is learning
to navigate life post
heartbreak. Enter Kal,
an All-American guy
who surprises Mo by
offering to break fast
with him during the
holy month of
Ramadan.

A New York love story
that toes the line
between narrative and
doc with two actors
reliving parts of their
own experiences.

A rookie drag queen
reeling from a break-
up escapes to the
country, where he
finds his grandmother
in steep decline but
desperate to avoid the
local nursing home.

A dejected bartender
and an aging drag
queen fight to survive
the eccentric and
hostile nightlife of a
corrupt city, as a
masked maniac
slaughters young gay
men and drains them
of blood.

A queer, coming-of-
age drama set in
Rochester, NY about
an anxious teen girl
who is manipulated
into a romantic
encounter with her
best friend during the
funeral service of their
former Hebrew school
classmate.

Nora has her own way
of looking at the
world, and when she
meets Romy, she
realizes why. There is
music in the air, Nora's
body is changing, and
caterpillars are
spinning their
cocoons.

https://libraryaware.com/2S9DMN
https://libraryaware.com/2S9DMP
https://libraryaware.com/2S9DMQ
https://libraryaware.com/2S9DMR
https://libraryaware.com/2S9DMS
https://libraryaware.com/2S9DMT
https://libraryaware.com/2S9DMV
https://libraryaware.com/2S9DMW
https://libraryaware.com/2S9DMX
https://libraryaware.com/2S9DMY
https://libraryaware.com/2S9DMZ
https://libraryaware.com/2S9DN0

